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Education 

OVERVIEW  
2017 saw rebranding from 2016 settle in; and the education resources were consolidated to reflect a 
more streamlined and continuousness approach from the education and outreach team. As in 2016, the 
team consisted of an Education Coordinator and two Education Assistants. One of the highlights of the 
season was the addition of a new outreach tent, pull up banners, and table cover; this helped to make 
EKISC look more approachable and professional.  

EDUCATION SUMMARY 
The educational goals for the 2017 season included: 

• Delivery of information on the programs endorsed by EKISC: 
o Clean, Drain, Dry 
o Don’t Let It Loose 
o PlantWise and Grow Me Instead 
o Play, Clean, Go!  
o Neighbourhood Invasive Plant Program 
o Report-A-Weed 

• Continue the industry training program for forestry professionals and aggregate companies. 
• Continue BC Parks interpretive program. 
• Continue to build Play, Clean, Go! (which in 2016 started as a pilot project) to include more 

partners. 
• Partner with other organizations to include invasive species education in their messaging. 
• Host workshops on weed identification and weed management. 
• Use information from 2016 to design and implement a program that will engage First Nations 

communities in invasive species management. 
• Design and implement a Professional Development course for teachers.  
• Continue to host open houses in the communities of the Regional District of the East Kootenay 

(RDEK).  
• Monitor and evaluate program successes and challenges. 

Overall the education team attended 44 educational events between May and September 2017. Total 
direct reach for education and outreach this year was 1034 between all events; indirect was 1667.   

EKISC focused on delivering the standard invasive species programs, workshops and presentations 
developed in 2016. Some of these included: Municipal Workshops, school presentations, and BC Parks 
Interpretive programs. Appendix 1 comprises a complete list of the events, dates, comments, and 
recommendations. 
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The Education Coordinator also attended a training workshop hosted by the Columbia Basin 
Environmental Education Network (CBEEN). The focus was on strategies for community-based social 
marketing (CBSM) and invasive species education tools for educators.  

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW 
As in 2016, industry training for forestry, aggregate, horticulture, and municipalities was one of the 
main priorities for EKISC in 2017. Our focus was to instill best management practices in each industry 
and teach invasive plant identification, removal/treatment options, and how to report. With feedback 
from 2016, the EKISC team was better able to fine-tune the presentation to better suit the needs of the 
audiences for 2017. 

FORESTRY 
In 2016, forestry companies began re-writing their Forest Stewardship Plans (FSP’s); some of the 
expected changes to FSP’s include an invasive species awareness and reporting measures for 
contractors and forestry professionals. In response to the push for greater accountability around 
invasive plant management in the forestry industry, EKISC offered free, certified workshops for forestry 
professionals. The course was designed to:  
 

1. Reinforce Best Management Practices in the industry giving each company an opportunity to 
share information and discuss how they are currently mitigating the impact of invasive species. 

2. Gain a better understanding of the impact of invasive species in the RDEK and how they relate 
to the industry. 

3. Learn to identify key invasive species while in the presence of the experts from EKISC. 
4. Introduce methods of reporting weed infestations including using the “Report-a-Weed” app and 

using the IAPP website (both available to the public). 
5. Understand provincial regulation around the control of noxious invasive plants on their land.  
6. Understand how to better incorporate invasive species management practices into FSP’s. 

 
In 2017, EKISC continued to offer these courses for free and delivered two courses with a total direct 
reach of 24 participants. Compared to 2016 where we hosted one course with 20 participants. A course 
evaluations were given to participants after the courses were completed; however, these paper forms 
were misplaced and not feedback was recorded digitally. 
 
Recommendations for the Forest Industry Professionals course include: 

• Spend more time with both Report-a-Weed and IAPP platforms (IAPP wasn’t working during the 
course and participants didn’t get a very god overview of it). 

• Record course evaluations digitally.  

AGGREGATE  
In 2016 EKISC launched an Aggregate Certification program. This pilot program successfully certified 
two businesses as suppliers of noxious weed-free gravel in the East Kootenay region. RSSS Rocks and 
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Aldridge Stone committed to fulfil obligations set out in their permit to reduce and control invasive 
plants in their quarries. RSSS Rocks and Aldridge Stone have achieved certification by allowing EKISC to 
do a site visit to their quarries as well as implementing manual and chemical treatments that were done 
by both aggregate staff and local controllers. In 2017, there was no industry engagement money, and 
therefore no follow up to what transpired in 2016. This deserves a conversation on the future of 
industry engagement. 

Recommendations for continued engagement with the aggregate industry include: 

• Before launching an educational program to the aggregate industry, EKISC still needs to 
understand the level of interest and engagement in the industry.  

• Offer short, 1 – 2 hour courses in the spring before the season gets underway. 
• Promote those business who are now “certified” weed free.  
• Follow up with ‘certified’ business to make sure they are still engaged and complying with the 

standard.  
 

HORTICULTURE  
The horticulture industry includes garden centers, greenhouses, nurseries, and landscape businesses. 
EKISC goals for the horticulture industry are to stop the sale and introduction of invasive plant species. 
To achieve this, the Education Assistants visited nurseries in each of the cities in the RDEK. The site visit 
started with an inventory/note of any invasive plant species followed by an informal meeting with the 
manager. Regardless if there were invasive plant species for sale or not, the manager was told about 
the PlantWise program, it’s benefits, and how to apply to be part of the PlantWise program.  

In 2017, the education assistants visited 3 greenhouses/garden centers and dropped off information 
packages to the managers. This package included a PlantWise pamphlet, registration package, contact 
information (for both ISCBC and EKISC), and a backgrounder information sheet. None of these garden 
centers have become PlantWise partners.  

Tipi Mountain Nursery, has been involved in the PlantWise program since 2015. In 2016, as part of a 
community-based social marketing initiative, EKSIC strengthened our relationship with them by 
purchasing native plants from them to sell at farmers’ markets and promoting the PlantWise theme. In 
2017 there was not a lot of contact with Tipi Mountain and native plants were not available at our 
farmers’ markets.  

Recommendations for continued engagement with the horticulture industry: 

• Re-visit or contact garden centers early in the year before they start to stock up. Perhaps Mail 
out packages with a follow up phone call instead of visiting garden centers. 

Partner with Tipi to sell native plant species at a discounted rate – needs a new discussion with Tipi for 
2018.  

• Contact landscaping companies to promote “PlantWise” endorsements. 
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MUNICIPALITY AND TRANSPORTATION 
In 2017 EKISC continued to offer a Weed Workshop for City Workers. This 3-hour course was designed 
to teach operations staff invasive plant identification, the impacts of invasive plants, removal, disposal, 
and management options. Fernie, Cranbrook, Kimberley, and the Aqam community opted into the 
course with a total of 40 participants. Often times the Ministry of Transportation and Infrastructure is 
also involved in roadway maintenance within the city and they may have time to attend a joint 
workshop. 

Recommendations for continued engagement with Municipalities: 

Follow up with an Invasive Species Toolkit booklet (Available from ISCBC) to provide information on 
planning and updating invasive management policies and programs.  

PET INDUSTRY  
Don’t Let It Loose (DLL) is a program to target water gardeners, aquarium, terrarium, and exotic pet 
owners. This year EKISC hand delivered packages to four pet stores asking them to help us stop the 
release of potentially invasive species. Each package included a DLL rack card, a partnership letter, and 
a DLL decal. In 2017 EKISC dropped off resources and information packages at 4 locations.  

EVENTS OVERVIEW 
In 2017, the education team maintained structure and focus by breaking down the programs and events 
into three categories: weed pulls, farmers’ markets, and workshops; with each event targeting a 
different audience. Weed pulls for those that have invasive species on their radar and want to help, 
markets for those that don’t necessarily know anything about invasive species, and workshops to target 
industry and classrooms giving attendees more of a thorough look into invasive species. Special 
Presentations such as Wings Over the Rockies and BC Parks interpretive presentations were categorized 
as workshops; and events such as the Kookanusa Wake Surf Competition and Summer Splash were 
categorized as farmers’ markets. As much as this categorization method makes sense to track reach and 
events, it may be beneficial in the coming years to categorize events in more detail.  

WEED PULLS  
Events, presentations, and weed pulls are a large part of the educational component. Some of these 
events are orchestrated well in advance and others tend to pop up through-out the summer. This year 
the EKISC education team hosted 15 educational weed pulls. 

Weed pulls were held with recreational groups, school groups, and other non-profit groups. These were 
a great way to educate these groups and get them involved in the fight against invasive weeds. 
Attendance at weed pulls helps to create socially aware community groups which, in turns, lends itself 
to CBSM practices. There is always a lot of positive feedback with weed pulls and EKISC is looking 
forward to hosting more with the school based programs in the future.  

FARMERS’ MARKETS  
EKSIC attended 8 farmers’ markets throughout most municipalities of the RDEK this season with a 
direct reach of almost 200 people. The most successful markets were in Baynes Lake, Invermere, and 
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Cranbrook. Farmers’ markets are a great way to spread the word throughout the community and the 
tourist population.  

Recommendations for 2018: 

• Attend farmers’ markets as a ‘business’ selling items (t-shirts, native plants, Plant ID books) so 
that we can attend more than one per municipality (in larger cities). 

• Acquire another branded tent set-up.  
• Ensure all municipalities are reached.  

WORKSHOPS AND SPECIAL EVENTS 
EKISC held special presentations and workshops for groups such as Wings Over the Rockies, First 
Nations and public school district classroom presentations, BC Parks interpretive presentations, 
Meadowbrook Community Association Day, and AIS Training with Columbia Lake Stewardship. These 
presentations are usually well advertised and well attended because they are set up in advance and 
pre-organized with the association. In total there were 13 workshops (including forestry and 
municipality workshops) in 2017.  

Special events are events that are open to the public, other than farmers’ markets where EKISC sets up 
the outreach tent to engage people at the event. In 2017, EKISC attended 4 of these events including: 
Kookanusa Wakesurf Competition, Cranbrook Open Garden Day, Wings Over the Rockies, and 
Windermere Summer Splash. As with pre-organized workshops and presentations, these events are 
usually well received because they are set up in advance and we are partnering with a larger network.  

EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES OVERVIEW 
By the beginning of 2017, EKISC had developed a 3-year education plan and a line of educational 
resources intended to make events, presentations, and general delivery of information more streamlined 
and readily available. 2017 was essentially a pilot year for these resources and the education plan to be 
implemented.  

Because the EKISC Education Coordinator position changed hands in May, August, and October, there is 
little information on how the plan and resources worked.  

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS 
In 2017, EKISC offered our first Professional Development workshops (Pro-D Day) for teachers in both 
school districts. The 3-hour workshop helped teachers identify invasive species in the field, their impact, 
the vectors of spread, management options, and removal techniques. EKISC also gave teachers tools to 
help teachers integrate these concepts into their classroom; as well as offer field trips for weed pulls, 
and guidance for teachers involved in habitat restoration projects.  

Prior to the course being held, the participants were surveyed in order to get an idea of their prior 
knowledge of invasive species and what they hoped to gain from attending the course. The response 
rate was 70%. In addition, 70% of respondents had never had any prior contact with EKISC or other 
invasive species councils.  
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Below is a summary of the pre-course results. 

Participants identified their current classroom practices:  

 
 
Teachers also identified barriers to teaching about invasive species in their classroom: 
 

 
Some of the invasive species knowledge was related to a greenhouse and garden that students use in 
their school. Teachers also identified that they gather their invasive species teaching materials mainly 
from textbooks and the internet yet a major barrier is that they need more resources. Perhaps they 
need more clearly laid out resources which is yet another good indicator that our EKISC website needs 
to have a well laid out resources section.  
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Unfortunately, a follow-up survey was not conducted after the course was delivered. However, it may 
not be too late to follow up one year after the course was taken, including an invitation to a refresher 
course or a new course for those who didn’t participate in 2017.  

EDUCATION RECOMMENDATIONS  
In general, the education team had a successful season with inclusions of new partners and events to 
add to the events and contact list for the year. Some key recommendations moving forward will help 
ensure the success continues and that 2018 is EKISC’s best year yet: 

1. Forest Industry: 
a. Offer courses early in the season just in time for the participants not to be overly busy 

and just when the invasive species are in bloom. 
b. Charge a minimal registration fee to cover costs.  
c. Give each participants a plant identification book with their registration. 
d. Ensure a pre-course survey is conducted, as well as a follow up survey (survey monkey 

is best) – keep these surveys on file for future reference. 
2. Aggregate Industry: 

a. Before launching an educational program to the aggregate industry, EKISC still needs to 
understand the level of interest and engagement in the industry.  

b. Consider offering short, 1 – 2 hour courses in the spring before the season gets 
underway. 

c. Promote those business who are now “certified” weed free (think: CBSM strategies).   
d. Follow up with ‘certified’ business to make sure they are still engaged and complying 

with the standard.  
3. Horticulture Industry: 

a. Re-visit or contact garden centers early in the year before they start to stock up. 
Perhaps mail out packages with a follow up phone call instead of visiting garden 
centers. Keep an up-to-date list of the contacts available for future reference.  

b. Partner with Tipi to sell native plant species at a discounted rate – needs a new 
discussion with Tipi for 2018.  

c. Contact landscaping companies to promote “PlantWise” endorsements. 
4. Real Estate: 

a. Consider contacting real estate brokers. Perhaps mail out packages with a follow up 
phone call instead of visiting. Keep an up-to-date list of the contacts available for future 
reference. 

5. Transportation and Municipalities: 
a. Contact the Ministry of Transportation (MoTI) and municipalities early in the spring to 

set up workshops. Most cities are very responsive and appreciate the training.  
b. Follow up with an Invasive Species Toolkit booklet (Available from ISCBC) to 

provide information on planning and updating invasive management policies and 
programs.  

c. Consider selling plant ID books at these workshops.  
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6. Weed Pulls: 
a. Encourage community groups to host weed pulls and make them aware of the 

requirements to earn the stipend for their club.  
7. Farmers’ Markets: 

a. Consider purchasing another EKISC themed outreach tent and banners as they are 
more professional looking and better received than the older tent.  

b. Ensure that farmers’ markets in all municipalities are attended to in the peak mnths of 
the season (June through September). 

c. Some farmers’ markets require you to be selling merchandise to be able to attend more 
than one market. Consider selling Plant ID Books, EKSIC merchandise, and native 
plants at the markets.   

8. General Recommendations: 
a. Continue to attend training courses offered through CBEEN; they are a wonderful way 

to stay connected with our education network, learn new education techniques, and 
make new contacts.  

b. Education Assistant training: 
i. More formal hands-on training (ie: how to set-up outreach booth, how to 

conduct interpretive presentations, field plant ID of native and invasive species, 
weed management, and file management). 

c. Coordination: 
i. Education and Communications Coordinator should communicate, schedule, 

and manage all aspects of events to avoid double scheduling events or people. 
This person should be the main contact year-round for all educational needs. 

ii. E&C Coordinator should periodically attend farmers’ markets or special events 
to ensure the standard is met and to correct anything that come up. 

iii. When possible, the E&C Coordinator should be the main presenter at special 
presentations: (ex: Industry workshops, WOTR, municipal workshops).  
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Communication 

OVERVIEW 
The communications role was passed on to the Education Coordinator in May 2017 to create the new 
Educations and Communications Coordinator position. Due to the learning curve and large list of tasks 
for the new position there were a few setbacks to the communications goals for 2017.  

SUMMARY 
The 2017 communications goals included: 

• Manage media communications and marketing. 
• Manage, update, and monitor the existing EKISC website, calendar, and social media 

applications with regular posts, photos, resources, and events.  
• Manage EKISC files via online sharing platforms (Dropbox, Google Drive). 
• Manage membership and partner lists. 
• Develop and distribute regular newsletters, media releases, fact sheets, best practices 

documents. 
• Produce an EKISC overview video and program summaries. 
• Create membership newsletter. 
• Create media releases through the season to communicate EKISC successes and prominent 

news. 
• Create a communications plan. 

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS AND BROCHURES 
In late 2016 EKISC purchased new promotional items for the purpose of publicity giveaways and sales 
at farmers’ markets. These items included t-shirts for adults and youth, adult tank tops, hats, patches, 
bumper stickers, and tattoos. The intention behind the designs was meant to spark interest as 
conversation starters. These items were made available through the end of 2016 and 2017 and were 
mostly given away as prizes at open houses and gifts of appreciation. EKISC also made ID booklets and 
noxious weeds booklets available for sale. Appendix 2 shows the promotional items available for 2017.  

EKISC also launched new AIS and TIS brochures as well as 3 different PCG rack cards; these, in 
addition to a new outreach tent, were a welcome addition to the education and outreach department 
and seemed to go over well with the public. Appendix 3 shows the designs.   

MARKETING AND ADVERTISING 
EKISC used social media streams Facebook and Twitter, as well as the ekisc.com website to relay most 
event messaging to the general public.  
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EKISC’s Twitter account (launched originally in May 2012) has a total of 155 followers, 329 tweets. The 
statistics for 2017 Twitter account are shown in the graph below. Through the year EKISC’s Twitter 
account gradually increased in readership and number of followers with the top 3 tweets coming from 
late November and early December. EKISC has not promoted any Twitter ads. 

 

EKISC’s Facebook account is one the most used form of public communication for EKISC events. 
Facebook analytics shows large spikes and lows in total reach throughout the year with the largest spike 
in reach happening in May (likely due to an increase in event and photo posts). In April, an ad was 
purchased to boost reach for the 2017 AGM. The cost for the ad was 27.00 for one day; it reached 
1,538 people and engaged 28 people; however, there is no way to gauge whether or not people 
attended the event due to this ad (something that should be added to the AGM evaluation survey). 
Another interesting Facebook insight shows that most actions (click on directions, website link, phone 
number or action button click) on EKISC’s Facebook page came in the form of website clicks followed by 
action button clicks (Contact Us, Sign Up, Jobs etc. located on the pages left side).  

  

Month 
Number of 

Tweets 

Tweet 
Impressions (# 
of times it was 

seen on Twitter) 
Profile 
Visits Mentions 

New 
Followers 

Jan-17 0 128 8 1 1 
Feb-17 0 239 26 2 0 
Mar-17 0 239 26 2 0 
Apr-17 15 1150 166 12 2 
May-17 0 648 12 2 141 
Jun-17 0 421 42 1 3 
Jul-17 0 284 12 1 0 

Aug-17 0 215 47 1 1 
Sep-17 0 204 48 1 1 
Oct-17 2 474 70 0 1 
Nov-17 9 1721 208 0 6 
Dec-17 4 266 15 2 0 

Total 30 5989 680 25 156 
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In other marketing and advertising EKISC placed an ad in the Wings Over the Rockies program to 
generate interest in the event. The cost for this ad was 450.00; based on the number of programs 
distributed, the reach for this half-page ad was 17,000 people. In addition, in partnership with CKISS 
and CSISS, EKISC also purchased advertisements for Play, Clean, Go! and Clean, Drain, Dry in Kootenay 
Mountain Culture Magazine. The magazine has a print run of 12,500 per issue (two issues per year) and 
is circulated throughout key points in the Pacific Northwest. 

  

Above left: Wings Over the Rockies program ad; right: 2017 AGM Facebook ad 

   

Above left: KMC Play, Clean Go! ad; right: KMC Clean, Drain, Dry. ad 

SIGNAGE 
In 2016 EKISC partnered with BC Parks to create 2 large interpretive boot-brush signs to be installed at 
major trailheads in the parks; these signs were installed in 2017. In addition, a partnership with the 
Cranbrook Community Forest generated 4 more large boot-brush kiosks which were placed at strategic 
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locations throughout the community forest. EKISC also distributed 6 9x12 Play, Clean, Go! signs to the 
Cranbrook and Kimberley municipalities to be placed on high-traffic trailheads. Follow up needs to be 
made to determine whether the signs are being used and withstanding the weather. The following 
photos show the 2017 signage and installations.  
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COMMUNICATION RECOMMENDATIONS  
In general, the communications portion of the Educations and Communications role was lacking in 
2017. Some key recommendations moving forward will help ensure EKISC gains the recognition that 
they deserve and becomes a more prominent source of information in 2018: 

1. General recommendations: 
a. Attend marketing and communications training workshops. Hootsuite is a good online 

learning platform for social media training.  
b. Education and Communications Coordinator should manage the EKISC website and pre-

scheduled social media posts. Education and Field Assistants should help with updates 
to on-the-ground work outside these constraints.  

c. When possible, conduct engagement, pre-course, and after-course surveys via Survey 
Monkey. Where paper forms are used to measure success, data needs to be converted 
and placed in Dropbox. 

d. A marketing and communications plan should be implemented for 2018. 
 

  

https://hootsuite.com/education
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APPENDIX 1 – EDUCATION AND OUTREACH ACTIVITIES  
 

EVENT:  Invasive Species Action Month 

DATE: May 2016 

FOCUS: Aquatic and Terrestrial  

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes  

COMMENTS: 
Start planning for this in March. Advertise events in April. Plan an 
activity or two for each week based on the theme of the week. Use 
ISCBC’s Media Kit to help with planning and organizing.  

 

EVENT:  Gordon Terrace School walk 

DATE: 06/27/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial and Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2018: Yes 

COMMENTS: Eager to learn. Already knew about Invasive plants and AIS 

 

EVENT:  ST. MARY'S BAND - GOAT BROWSING, PLANT ID W/ STUDENTS 

DATE: 06/23/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Shared plant ID with students. Planned a community info workshop 
for St. Mary's Band.  

 

EVENT:  MBSS Science Class weed pull 

DATE: 05/23/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Figure out way to make topic of invasives more interesting for the 
kids.  

 

http://bcinvasivesmonth.com/media/
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EVENT:  Goats @ Parkland middle school 

DATE: 05/29/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: Class seemed more interested in the goats than in the weed pull. 

 

EVENT:  MBSS Science Class weed pull 2.0 

DATE: 06/01/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Kids pulled a lot of weeds and seemed very interested in helping out 
and the topic. 

 

EVENT:  Mainstreams weed pull - Kimberley 

DATE: 06/08/2017 and 06/15/2018 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
06/08 not well attended due to bad weather; 06/15 Everyone was 
very engaged and ready to go. Knew lots of weeds. Community 
building. 

 

EVENT:  McKim Weed Pull with Wildsight - Kimberley Nature Park 

DATE: 06/20/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Very engaged. Parents TA's were also eager to learn. Would like more 
time. More weeds. 
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EVENT:  Eco Park Weed Pull with Wildsight 

DATE: 06/26/2017  

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Very engaged group. Lots of ID for high priority species. Great event 
to build community. 

 

EVENT:  JC Stream Keepers Weed Pull Cranbrook 

DATE: 07/17/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS:  Good weed pull, enthusiastic group.   

 

EVENT:  Bummers Flat Purple Loosetrife w/ TNT 

DATE: 07/18/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial/Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Lots of weeds pulled in a high value zone, TNT is well prepared and 
good to work with. 

 

EVENT:  Play Program @Joseph Creek 

DATE: 07/19/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Lots of energy, Burdock is tough for younger kids. Consider another 
location w/ other weeds 
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EVENT:  Wildhorse Cycling Club Eager Hills 

DATE: 07/19/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
They go back every year to manage knapweed, aware of infestations 
and problems. 

 

EVENT:  
Primetime (boys and girls club) age 5-7 weed pull Isadore Canyon 
Trail 

DATE: 07/21/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Split group with interest level, pretty young group, lots of 
enthusiasm, continue working w/ B&G club. 

 

EVENT:  BC Parks Educational Presentations 

DATE: 

July 8, 2017 - Moyie Provincial Park - “Brush Off” 
July 15, 2017 – Wasa Provincial Park – “Brush Off” 
July 22, 2017 – Kikkoman Provincial Park – “Mussels” Play 
August 5, 2016 – Wasa Provincial Park – “Mussels” Play 
August 12, 2016 – Moyie Provincial Park – “Mussels Play 

FOCUS: Terrestrial and Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 

These “Brush Off” events were very poorly attended. 
Recommendations for next year include: only evening presentations; 
Wasa, Kikkoman, and Moyie only; mussel plays are best; make sure 
to contact Park Facility Operators to get on the schedule for the 
summer.  
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EVENT:  Girl Guide’s Weed Pull 

DATE: 05/26/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: Good group to work with, most kids very interested in learning 

 

EVENT:  
Haven for Hope seemed very receptive and willing to learn. Work 
together again 

DATE: 06/02/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Haven for Hope seemed very receptive and willing to learn. Work 
together again. 

 

EVENT:  Kookanusa Wakesurf Competition 

DATE: July 28-29, 2017 

FOCUS: Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
The wakesurf community is well informed about the impacts of 
zebra and quagga mussels. Very appreciative to have us here. High 
value audience, lots of boaters from around the continent. 

 

EVENT:  Windermere Agri Fair 

DATE: July 26, 2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Slow day, not many interactions for the time we were there. Alex 
made some good interactions with other vendors. 
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EVENT:  Weed Workshop for City Workers 

DATE: 

06/21/2017 – Cranbrook 
05/18/2017- Fernie 
07/04/2017 – Kimberley 
07/12/2017 - Aqam 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Well attended workshop and good free training for the city. Spring 
workshops work well.   

 

EVENT:  Open Garden Day (Cranbrook) 

DATE: July 09, 2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Great interactions; large reach to the gardening community. 
Amazing interaction, good group to reach out to, continue work with 
Cranbrook Garden Club. 

 

EVENT:  Lake Windermere Summer Splash 

DATE: August 6, 2017 

FOCUS: Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
This year there were lots of people at James Chabot park, not many 
people seemed interested in the booth though. 

 

EVENT:  Industry Workshops 

DATE: 
05/16/2017 – Canfor 
08/02/2017 - BCTS 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: Most participants seemed interested. Report a weed needs support. 
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EVENT:  Wycliff Weed Info Session 

DATE: 07/11/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Very well received. The people who came were interested in weed 
management. 

 

EVENT:  AIS Training with Columbia Lake Stewardship 

DATE: 06/22/2017 

FOCUS: Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Great to learn from the MOE Invasive Mussel contact + speak about 
AIS program. 

 

EVENT:  Wings Over the Rockies 

DATE: May 9-10, 2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Weed Pull went very well, more communication with WOTR for a 
better event. Workshop was very good, should work with wings in 
the future. 

 

EVENT:  Kimberley: Meadowbrook Community Association Community Day 

DATE: 05/14/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Meadowbrook Is always great to work with. Great community willing 
to help 
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EVENT:  Round The Mountain Bike/Hike/Run Event Kimberley 

DATE: 06/25/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Target group did not engage with booth. Few interactions for such a 
large event. Rethink.  

 

EVENT:  Farmers’ Markets 

DATE: 

Kimberley – 06/22/17; 06/28/2017  
Cranbrook – 06/24/2017 
Baynes Lake – 06/17/2017; 07/01/2017 
Invermere – 07/01/2017 

FOCUS: Terrestrial and Aquatic 

RECOMMEND FOR 2017: Yes 

COMMENTS: 
Good way to interact with both locals and tourists; more time should 
be spread through the markets throughout the summer.  
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APPENDIX 2: 2016/17 PROMOTIONAL ITEMS DESIGNS AND RACK CARDS 

 

Figure 1: Patches and bumper stickers design 

 

 

Figure 2: Flower Beard design - available on adult T-shirts 
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Figure 3: Leafy Spurge design - available on adult T-shirts 

 

Figure 4: Yellow-flag Iris design - available on adult T-Shirts 
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Figure 5: Zebra Mussel design - available on kids shirts and adult tanks 

 

Figure 6: Zebra mussel design for tattoos and stickers 
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APPENDIX 3: 2017 RACK CARDS AND BROCHURES  

                 

 

 

Above: 2017 Play, Clean, Go! rack cards. 
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Above: 2017 TIS and AIS brochures.  

 

 

Above: Tent graphics and stand-alone event banners. 
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Above: 3 Tabletop banners 
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APPENDIX 4: TOTAL OUTREACH, EDUCATION AND MARKETING BUDGET 2017 

Outreach Programs     0.00 

 5800 · Advertising     0.00 

   Workcabin Program Manager job listing 45.00  45.00 

   
Wings Over the 
Rockies 1/4 page advertisement 550.00  595.00 

   Facebook Ads  27.00  622.00 

   

Central Kootenay 
Invasive Species 
Society 

PlayCleanGo KMC advertising; 
CleanDrainDry KMC advertising 700.00   1,322.00 

 Total 5800 · Advertising   1,322.00 0.00 1,322.00 

 Outreach and Education     0.00 

  
5810 · Community Weed 
Pulls     0.00 

   Katie Grady. black garbage bags 9.39  9.39 

   Alex Ibbotson Mark Creek Market-garbage bags 10.69  20.08 

   
Wildhorse Cycling 
Club Community weed pull 200.00   220.08 

  
Total 5810 · Community Weed 
Pulls   220.08 0.00 220.08 

  
5850 · Industry Engagement 
Expenses     0.00 

   Alex Ibbotson Flamingo Hotel 85.71  85.71 

   Alex Ibbotson Meal per diems 155.96  241.67 

   Alex Ibbotson 
Booth cost for Windermere Farmers 
Institute Agri-Fair 25.00   266.67 

  
Total 5850 · Industry 
Engagement Expenses   266.67 0.00 266.67 

  5905 · Outreach Resources     0.00 

   

Central Kootenay 
Invasive Species 
Society 

Tri Fold Aquatic Invasive Species 
Brochures 417.00  417.00 

   

Central Kootenay 
Invasive Species 
Society Brochure-TIS 312.00  729.00 

   Columbia Basin Trust 
Rack card, 250 each of 3 files: Play Clean 
Go 450.83  1,179.83 

   
Rocky Mountain Print 
Solutions 

Invasive Species Brochure - 500 of each 
file 637.42  1,817.25 

   Pat Wray. Staples-photocopying for E and A 3.76  1,821.01 

   
Invasive Species 
Council of BC 

Field guides, plantwise wallet cards, grow 
me instead booklets, decals 422.03  2,243.04 

   Katie Grady. Garbage bags for weed pulls 10.57  2,253.61 

   Canadian Tire Master lock for storage locker 5.34  2,258.95 

   Pat Wray. Staples- Todd Hebert E & A 22.26   2,281.21 

  
Total 5905 · Outreach 
Resources   2,281.21 0.00 2,281.21 

  
5915 · Rancher Weed 
Workshop/Field Day     0.00 

   Linda Chisholm PAC Rancher 152.00  152.00 

   Tyler Morrison PAC Rancher 304.00   456.00 
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Total 5915 · Rancher Weed 
Workshop/Field Day   456.00 0.00 456.00 

  5920 · Signs and Displays     0.00 

   Jessie Paloposki. 
Outreach tent, tabletop banners, artwork, 
display rack, table cover 2,337.42  2,337.42 

  
Total 5920 · Signs and 
Displays   2,337.42 0.00 2,337.42 

 Total Outreach and Education   5,561.38 0.00 5,561.38 
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